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It is your responsibility to ensure that you have the correct approvals prior to you dive or

recoup accident material. Some locations in Scotland are marked as Historical Marine

Protected Areas under the Marine Act 2010, Part 5. These locations protect nationally

important shipwrecks, airplane, manufactured structures and also spread remains from

immersed ancient landscapes. Planning permission and marine licences may be needed for

sure types of work as well as tasks within Historic Marine Protected Locations. For security,

there is a stringent no-entry plan for accidents considered hazardous due to their contents. 

If you possess a wreck, you need to confirm ownership to the fulfillment of the Receiver

where wreckage product has actually been recouped as well as reported. You must supply

proof of possession within one year of the product being reported. 

Finders should report their recuperations by sending a completed Report of accident as well

as salvage kind within 28 days of the healing. You ought to provide a complete description of

the wreck and also will typically be asked to hold retrieved material to the Receiver's order.

Likewise, buoys such as data buoys and also mooring buoys aren't classified as wreckage.

Nevertheless, buoys which create component of angling tools may be classified as accident

when adrift. 

Section 2 of the Protection of Wrecks Act covers wrecks taken into consideration as being

possibly hazardous and also is provided by the Receiver of Accident via the MCA. When a

wreckage is safeguarded under this legislation, there is a secured area around the marked

site and also diving is prohibited unless a suitable licence has been issued by the pertinent

National Heritage Agency. Area 1 of the Protection of Wrecks Act 1973 is developed to shield

wrecks which are of historic, archaeological or artistic value. This is administered by Historic

England in England, Cadw in Wales and the Department for Agriculture, Environment and

Rural Matters in Northern Ireland in behalf of the Department for Culture, Media and Sport. 

When you report recuperated accident product to the Receiver, you might be entitled to a

salvage honor. Relying on where the wreckage site is, the Ancient Monuments &

Archaeological Areas Act 1979 might additionally use. The Respect our Wrecks effort is a

PADI, BSAC and SAA initiative supported by the Receiver. 

You will be entitled to have your property back as soon as you have actually paid any type of

due expenditures and a suitable salvage award. You have to state it to the Receiver if you

recoup accident product. 

When visiting accident websites, it highlights the issue for sensitive and also correct

behaviour by all divers. These organisations have actually also authorized a Memorandum of

Comprehending to execute finest method in matters of wreckage. The Receiver functions

carefully with various other federal government divisions and heritage organisations

associated with issues associated with damage. Some accidents are likewise covered by

various other pieces of regulation consisting of the Security of Wrecks Act 1973 or the

Security of Military Remains Act 1986. If wreckage from UK territorial waters is unclaimed at

the end of one year, the Receiver will certainly deal with the locate on behalf of the Crown. 

If accident from outside UK territorial waters is unclaimed at the end of one year, the Crown

makes no case. If you think you are entitled to unclaimed wreckage, you need to supply

evidence of privilege to the complete satisfaction of the Receiver. It comes to be the property



of the Crown or beneficiary of the Crown such as the Duchy of Cornwall if wreck from UK

waters continues to be unclaimed at the end of one year.
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